ADVISORY ANNOUNCEMENT

For Immediate Release: October 1, 2021

ADF&G Extends Resident Moose hunt RM620 in that portion south of and including the Goodnews River Drainage

(Bethel) – The Alaska Department of Fish and Game announces an Emergency Order season extension of the RM 620 resident moose season in the portion south and including the Goodnews River drainage, in GMU 18.

The harvest quota for this area is 45 bull moose during the fall season and hunters have reported harvesting 8 moose. A 2020 survey of the hunt area observed 450 moose in the Goodnews river drainage. Based on the 2020 survey, the hunt area can support the additional harvest. All successful hunters must report to the Bethel Fish and Game office within 36 hours. Unsuccessful hunters must report by October 31, 2021.
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